
This will be a newsletter that confuses and perhaps angers some..but 
no offense is made deliberately. I am just trying to figure out the world I live 
in, mixed in with some very basic, and some outlandish social customs and 
other norms, and not so norms, so many of which are obviously born of 
biology. I grieve the divorce or separation from a significant other of all three 
of my children. They (and spouses) didn’t stand a chance. I hypothesize the 
following, in and among other thoughts:  

The epiphany came this morning (when running, which is when I get most my 
epiphanies, unless its sitting when meditating and doing stretches ( which leads me 
to another epiphany: that is – when my body is not engaged, neither is my mind).

So without condemnation, I reason that the biblical family union 
(accentuated by the catholic church) based on thousands of years of observation 
forbade birth control….or other horrific things to terminate pregnancies, for the 
sole purpose of keeping women pregnant.  I the good old days this meant becoming 
pregnant almost every 3 years, since most nursed infants for at least the first few 
years of life in early culture.  The end result was IT KEPT THE FAMILY TOGETHER. The 
reasons will be clear in a moment. 

My mother and I had children exactly 3-4 years apart…. sisters and inlaws spaced children 
similarly...one commenting before her last pregnancy “that her arms "ached" to hold another baby” .. 
This obviously a generality, no question, but it does point to a psychology and physiology that work in 
tandem which I posit may be good for the species, but really hard on women and men alike.  Others 
in the family (not limited to my own children) have gotten into marital difficulties just at the time the 
last child was 4 years old….wives go  awol leaving ostensibly great mates even leaving behind young 
children to whom they have been wonderful parents.

The culprit, I suggest, is that women go off feeling like no one loved nor needed them once the 
child gets to be somewhat independent.... the mom then goes into a deep depression feeling 
unwanted and unloved.  I don’t think this is a love that a mate can fulfil.  I know from my own 
experience how difficult it is to give up that intense feeling of being needed, which when a kid gets to 
be 4 or so… begins to wane.

So here  - enter - abortion and birth control….. this leaves the way open for limiting the number 
of children, which biologically shoots us all in the foot.  This means that there are millions of women 
out there who are craving only what biology can give them… and thus the excalating divorce rate and 
dissatisfaction….  We typically blame men for promiscuity…. But an equal cause is just the empty 
arm syndrome in women…

Early cultures must have recognized that women go blitz when a child reaches a 
more independent age (nature did it really) and to keep families together religion 
prescribed that there could be no hindrance to conception thereby making sure 
that “mom” was occupied physically and psychologically with a needy infant, 
and stayed attached via that emotion to the family in general.  

What does this have to do with stained glass....  can’t think of a single 
thing.... LOL
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free pattern for september

Google plus, or  like, or tweet or write a review or “like” of 
facebook, ON ANY SITE linked here and you get a free pattern of 
your choice. (you must email me what you did and the name of 
any pattern, and I will send it)
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